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Director's Letter

In 1977, in the early spring, I ac-
cepted the job of director of Oregon
State University's Marine Science
Center. At that time the center already
involved not only OSU but several
federal and state agencies. The vice
president of research and graduate
studies, John Byrne, and the president of
the university, Robert Mac Vicar,
brought me over on a rainy day as the
successful candidate and gave me the
privilege of driving that first official
Corvallis-to-Newport run. They as-
sured me that I would soon get used to
the snarls of Highway 20. I started the
job with optimism, determination, and a
wee bit of skepticism, since I had been
assured by several colleagues that,
because of the center's faulty seawater
system, research would never be achiev-
able, nor would appropriate university
support be forthcoming.

Among the requests I made in my
letter of acceptance was one for in-
creased library support. We were
already receiving campus assistance
from Kerr Library, but I wanted to
ensure that field-station investigators
would have access to the scientific
literature. It was never clear to me if the
support came directly from my request
or from the unstinting generosity of
Kerr Library. Whichever, it did come,
and our librarian at that time, Marilyn
Potts Guin, soon was on her way to es-
tablishing a fine field-station facility.
One incident in particular reminds me
of the progress we have made. Late in
the fall of 1977, I entered what was then
the new library above the education
building and found Marilyn crying. It
was midafternoon. I asked her what the
problem was. She indicated that she
didn't have anything to doand that I
was the first person who had been in the
library all day. She wondered if the
Marine Science Center would ever grow
into what we envisioned. Before her
death in December 1989, she com-
plained that her staff of one librarian, an
administrative assistant, two student
helpers, and two volunteers was inade-
quate to meet the demands placed on
the library.

On my initial trip to the center with
Drs. Bryne and MacVicar, I was told
they would like to see some positive
things happen in research, extension,

Lavern Weber, an Oregon State University
professor of pharmacy and fisheries, has been
the director of the center since 1977. He has
presided over a budget which reached nearly
$12 million in fiscal 1989.



and educational programs. Although
that wasn't a very specific directive, I
have been privileged to see major ac-
complishments in those areas. The
Hatfield Marine Science Center has
become one of the finest facilities of its
kind in the nation, with excellent pro-
grams demonstrating not only univer-
sity efforts but enormous cooperation
among numerous federal and state
agencies. Our public educational
program, developed by Extension Sea
Grant personnel, is the subject of books
of accolades written by hundreds of
thousands of annual visitors. Our aca-
demic instruction program is thriving
because of increased support from the
main campus and innovative ideas from
the HMSC staff. Funding for student
housing, provided by the OSU Founda-
tion, also has figured prominently in the
rise of these educational programs.

A great deal of credit for our growth
and success belongs to the people of
Newport, whose encouragement and ac-
ceptance are felt daily and have been
translated into support at both state and
federal levels. The recent establishment
of a marine experiment station by the
state legislature, spearheaded by coastal
Sen. John Brenneman, represents
growth that began at the grass roots.
And the continuing efforts of U.S. Sen.
Mark 0. Hatfield have significantly in-
fluenced our growth and development,
beginning with the original construction
when he was Oregon's governor and
continuing with appropriations for con-
struction and program establishment.

We hope you will enjoy the follow-
ing sketch of activities at the center.
OSU employs over 150 people here, and
another 100 are employed by cooperat-
ing government agencies. Given such a
large and active community, it is impos-
sible to do justice to everyone, so we
have profiled only a few programs and
individuals to give you a taste of our
talents.

In its first twenty-five years the
center has achieved national and inter-
national recognition. Now, it carries the
strength of a twenty-five-year-old. We
can expect to see a growing maturation
and stability of present efforts in the
coming decades. Even with this stabili-
zation, however, I anticipate an increase
in research productivity and a great
increase in educational programs. The
nation is looking to science education
for direction, and we are in a special
situation to help.

Lavern Weber, Director
Hatfield Marine Science Center

The aquarium attracts many visitors to the public wing at Oregon State University's Hatfield
Marine Science Center. To have such an opportunity to see and learn about ocean life close up
is rare in Oregon and the Northwest.



Budget Summaries

Expenditures 1988-89

Cooperating Agencies $7,202,000

Grants & Contracts $3,434,000

State Contributions $1,098,000

Total $11,734,000

8% . State Contributions

63% . Cooperating Agencies

The development of scientifically defined
diets helps growers raise many kinds of
animals. Chris Langdon, a member of the
Department of Fisheries and Wildlife, is
funded by Oregon Sea Grant to develop
diets for oysters to be used in oyster culture.
The oyster diets are prepared in microcap-
sules.



A Look Back

In the early 1960s, three parties
united behind an idea that would
become the Hatfield Marine Science
Center. OSU's College of Oceanogra-
phy wanted a berth for its research
vessels, OSU's Department of Fisheries
and Wildlife wanted more space for
marine research, and the Newport com-
munity wanted to invigorate a de-
pressed economy. They agreed that a
marine research station with a public
aquarium would satisfy these needs.
Their search for a site settled on the old
Yaquina Bay ferry dock because of its
access to the ocean and the adjoining
buildable land, which was given to OSU
by the Port of Newport on a ninety-
nine-year lease. Using federal and state
construction funds, they built a facility
whose doors opened in 1965.

Then began the labor of developing
an institution worthy of the mortar and
bricks. Details unaddressed during the
heady phase of construction came to the
fore. How would the center establish
programs in research, education, and
extension, the three mandates of a land
grant university? How would it be ad-
ministered? And how would it be inte-
grated with a campus fifty-six miles and
one mountain range away?

Even at the outset, attracting
researchers to the center was not diffi-
cult. The combination of laboratories,
an estuarine location, and a water
supply system drew existing OSU proj-
ects and prompted grant proposals,
most of them concerning aquaculture
and water quality. Government agen-
cies outside the university also found
the center to their liking, beginning with
the Oregon State Fish Commission and
the federal Public Health Service. In
time, the Environmental Protection
Agency, National Marine Fisheries
Service, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
and several other agencies described
elsewhere in this booklet took up
residence.

In theory, the center would dis-
charge its extension responsibilities
through a self-guiding tour of the public
aquarium. But the public refused to
accept the silent treatment. Caught up
in a national fascination with the marine
world, the visitors wanted people on the
premises who could initiate them into
the secrets of the sea. The OSU Exten-
sion Service responded by assigning an
agent to the public wing and directing
him to build a marine education pro-
gram. By the mid-1970s the public



aquarium was serving 350,000 visitors a
year, up from 50,000 during its first year
of operation. Many of these people were
tourists, and their positive impact on the
Newport economy was soon recognized.

Meeting the educational mandate
required more time. For several years
only one course was offeredinverte-
brate zoology, in the summer. The fare
improved in the early 1970s, but a rudi-
mentary library and a lack of housing
hampered efforts. These drawbacks
gradually disappeared as resident
housing units were added and as the
library expanded under the direction of
librarian Marilyn Potts Guin, hired in
1976. Courses and enrollment jumped in
1981 when OSU's fisheries majors were
required to spend a term at the center
and when the College of Science first
offered a marine biology class there.
Sea Grant educator Vicki Osis intro-
duced a series of short courses for K-12
teachers in the early 1980s, and in 1987
she secured approval of a master's
degree in science education with an
emphasis on marine biology, a degree
which draws teachers from around the
nation to Newport. Now, the educa-
tional mission is thriving.

Administration was fragmented in
the early years because of autonomous
units for ship support, education, exten-
sion, and independent university
researchersfisheries and wildlife re-
searchers, for example, occupied the
west wing, while researchers from
oceanography, zoology, botany, and
other departments occupied the east
wing. This divisive state ended in 1972
with the appointment of John Byrne as
acting director. From his Corvallis office
he presided over the center during its
second growth phase, when a student
bunkhouse, a library, classrooms, and
research labs were added. Lavern Weber
became the first permanent resident
director in 1977 and has guided opera-
tions since then. Under his tenure the
center has seen the coming of more labs,
more classrooms, more cooperating
agencies and programs, and a huge En-
vironmental Protection Agency annex
with a new library and a premier sea-
water system. Weber has also provided
more support to the public wing, which
he regards as a showplace for OSU.

As for integrating the center with the
main campus, the process continues.
There is complete cooperation between
the field station and campus libraries.
Researchers from several departments

The 177-foot Wecoma, a research ship owned
by the National Science Foundation and
administered by OSU's College of Oceanog-
raphy, has its home port at the Hatfield
Marine Science Center.



continue to use the facilities, and their
numbers are certain to increase as the
new marine branch of the Agricultural
Experiment Station develops. The
Extension Service remains active at the
center with coastal agents and campus
specialists often hosting events there.
The Department of Fisheries and Wild-
life teaches a full docket of courses

during one quarter of the academic year.
It seems likely that more departments
will offer courses and station faculty at
the Newport facility in the coming years.

The history of expenditures at the
center reflects its growth. The cost of
running the center has increased from
approximately $700,000 in 1966 to
$11,764,000 in fiscal year 1989. These
funds come from three sources: grants
(federal and private), cooperating
agencies, and OSU and the state of
Oregon. Since the 1970s, there have
been distinct trends in the percentage
contributed by each source. In 1978, for
example, grants accounted for 53 per-
cent, cooperating agencies for 26 percent,
and OSU and the state of Oregon for 21
percent. A decade later the contribution
from cooperating agencies had risen to
63 percent, while grants had dropped to
29 percent and OSU/state funds to 8
percent.

Marine education specialist Kathleen Heide,
who holds a doctorate in geology, coordi-
nates the corps of sixty dedicated volunteers
who serve on the front lines at the center's
public wing.



The Public Wing

In the public wing of the Hatfield
Marine Science Center, the people's
expression differs from what's seen in
most crowds. Theirs is not the glee of
sports fans, nor the determination of
mall shoppers, nor the anxiety of airport
travelers. Theirs is, instead, the face of
curiosity. It may be the face of health,
too, for when people watch aquarium
animals (gliding fish, flowing
nudibranchs, sea stars slow as clocks),
their blood pressure is known to go
down.

10

Visitors to the center annually include not
only Oregonians but also residents, young
and old, from most other states and some
foreign countries. Oregon's diverse marine
habitats are represented in the exhibits.

The Marine Science Center has
heightened the curiosity and lowered
the blood pressure of nearly seven
million visitors since its doors opened in
1965. In the last decade the visitors have
numbered around 350,000 annually. All
of them arrive with the correct admis-
sion fare: the desire to enter. Once,
administrators at Oregon State Univer-
sity suggested that a modest fee of
twenty-five cents be levied. But educa-
tors in the public wing argued convinc-
ingly against the proposal. The Marine
Science Center, they said, should be a
place where taxpayers who fund marine
research and education can come for
free to learn and to enjoy themselves.
(The educators also pointed out that it
would cost fifty cents a head to collect
the two-bit fee. In such matters it's
always helpful to combine the ideal
with the cost-effective.)

When the center opened in 1965,

carloads of tourists and busloads of
school children began arriving unan-
nounced. By the year's end, 50,000
people had stopped in for a look
around. No preparations had been
made to accommodate all these visitors,
so the center's researchers left their labs
to come up front and answer questions.
That arrangement couldn't continue
even though some of the researchers
reportedly warmed to their new role as
ambassadors to the public.

In 1966, OSU Extension agent Bill
Wick was assigned to take the heat off
the scientists by offering the public what
it wanted: information about marine
life. Wick went on to become the
director of Oregon Sea Grant, and in
that capacity he would serve as the
center's benefactor in many ways. But
before leaving Newport, he enlisted Don
Giles to develop a series of talks, films,
beach walks, and workshops. These
activities eventually became famous
among West Coast tourists and towns-
people as the Seatauqua Program. A
visitor wrote to the center recently to
inquire about the history of the word
Seatauqua. Giles replied as follows:

Before the name was selected in 1972, we
had informal lectures given by staff. Then
films were added to the summer offerings.
When I added short courses and workshops
and nature hikes, it became clear we had an
entity that deserved a clearly identifying
and marketable name. One lunch hour I sat
at my desk and in a stream of consciousness
wrote a list of 33 possibilities. Seatauqua
was the 33rd and I stopped. As a youth I
had heard of the Chatauqua concept and it
impressed me. I liked the mixture of
enjoyable learning opportunities.



Under Giles' guidance Seatauqua
expanded to include winter workshops
and tours, and by the 1980s he had put
together a ten-week winter session
along with an entire summer of activi-
ties. At present its films attract 40,000
viewers annually, while the tours,
workshops, lectures, and tank talks
bring marine knowledge to thousands
more. There are, incidentally, a lot of
tanks to talk about. The center began
with one 1,000-gallon and eight 500
gallon aquaria. Over the years it has
added a 2,500-gallon and eight 35-gallon
tanks, plus open pools for the octopus
and touchable tide
pool animals.
There are also tem-
porary and perma-
nent museum
displays on such
subjects as tides,
coastal birds, ma-
rine mammals and
the scourge of
plastic garbage.
The public may
view these exhibits
every day of the
year except for
Christmas.

An offshoot of
Seatauqua that has
come to stand on its
own is the whale-
watching program,
also developed by
Giles. In 1983 the
center began publi-
cizing the biannual
migrations of gray
whales along the
Oregon coast. To
assist tourists in
spotting the leviathans, Giles and other
marine Extension personnel began
training volunteers to staff whale-
watching posts.

By the late 1980s, even in the foulest
weather the two seven-day events were
drawing twenty thousand whale
watchers to twenty sites. These watch-
ers came from far and wide, and they
did not go away disappointed. In
spring of 1989, for example, they
represented almost every state in the
union, as well as twenty-four foreign
countries, and they saw 3,923 gray
whales, according to the 120 volunteers
who staffed the sites during the vigil.
Meanwhile the volunteers were busy
distributing fact sheets, answering
questions, and teaching eager eyes to
recognize whale spouts. The economic
importance of all this to coastal commu-
nities was recognized by the Oregon

State Tourism Division, which paid for
wooden signs to identify whale-watch-
ing locations. As for the news value,
every major paper in the Northwest has
featured the event, and it has been
written up in national magazines and
covered in several television specials.

The Marine Science Center immedi-
ately affects the lives of some people
through its public programsthrough
whale watches, nature walks, and tank
talks (encounters at the octopus tank fig-
ure prominently in notes and letters
from visitors who want to voice their
appreciation).

The summer program of courses, workshops,
lectures, and films known as Seatauqua is
very popular with the public because it offers
plenty of hands-on experience. Extension Sea
Grant specialist and Seatauqua coordinator
Don Giles gets right into the job at hand
with a young angler in a surf-fishing
workshop.

It
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Vicki Osis has helped make the center the hub of marine education for the Northwest's K-12
teachers, who pack her workshops every summer. Many of those teachers later return to the
center on field trips with their classes.

Indirectly, the center reaches a
greater public by meeting the needs of
kindergarten through twelfth grade
teachers. Here is where the curricula
and teacher workshops developed by
Vicki Osis figure prominently.

Osis joined the center in 1971 as a
marine education specialist after discov-
ering it earlier as a summer student who
had come West from Missouri. Over the
last two decades she has built a region-
ally recognized program for K-12

teachers. Her one- to five-day teacher
workshops are held year-round, with
the majority taking place in the
summer. One summer, there
might be workshops in intertidal
ecology, coastal geology, marine
algae, marine biology, and
coastal natural history. During
other summers, participants
tackle estuaries, coastal fish,

marine mammals, and
frontiers in marine

research.
Teachers who

take these work-
shops carry word
of the center back
to their school
districts. Conse-

quently, in an
average year about 2

percent of Oregon's chil-
dren in grades K-12 visit the
public wing with their
classes. Still more students

fall under the center's influence through
course curricula developed by Osis and
her co-workers. And another 6 percent
of the state's children in grades K-6 are
visited by Mr. and Mrs. Fish, a Sea
Grant outreach program modified by
Osis, in which trained interns present
skits that tell marine stories. The ripple
effect goes out from Newport to Port-
land, Eugene, and Roseburg and crosses
over the Cascades to reach children
from Wasco to Ontario, whetting their
interest in sea gulls and sand dollars,
and charging them with respect for our
oceans.

In 1987, Osis arranged to make
marine science education an optional
area of concentration for the master's
degree in science education. Two or
more courses are offered every summer,
each lasting four weeks and carrying six
hours of graduate credit. Classwork is
enriched by the center's facilities and ac-
tivities. For example, research vessels
are available for collecting fish and
plankton, and researchers commonly
invite students to join them for necrop-
sies of whales or deepwater sharks
washed ashore fortuitously. This degree
is attracting educators from around the
country who want to experience the
Newport environment while earning an
advanced degree. The national interest
is explained in part by Osis' long
affiliation with the National Association
of Marine Educators. She was elected
president of this organization for 1990.



The Hatfield Marine Science Center
has come to be recognized as the hub of
marine education in the Northwest.
Teachers with questions, needs, and
requests for presentations turn first to
this institution. Its lecture hall and
meeting rooms are booked continually
for educational events.

A third marine education specialist,
Kathleen Heide, joined the public wing
in 1988. She brings strengths in geology
which include a Ph.D. from Brown and
employment with a petroleum com-
pany. This background prepared her, in
an indirect way, for working with
people in the center's public wing. As
she puts it: "I have always had a strong
altruistic streak. When I went to work
for an oil company, my intent was to in-
fluence their policy to be environmen-
tally sound. But after five years, I found
they were influencing my mind more
than I was influencing theirs. So I
decided to go into education. The
Marine Science Center was the first
place I called."

Heide coordinates the volunteers
that staff the public wing. During her
tenure she has beefed up their corps
fourfold. They now number more than
sixty peoplesixty dedicated people.

"The uniqueness of the Marine
Science Center aquarium is the personal
interaction between visitors and the
marine environment," says Heide.
"Volunteers are responsible for that.
They make people feel welcome while
they provide information. They also
help shape programs, they give essential
support to outreach activities in the
community, and they share in creating
and maintaining exhibits. But primarily
they are the center's
front-line educators. I
can't overemphasize
their importance."

Heide draws on
campus-based profes-
sors to train the volun-
teers in marine biology
and oceanography. (In
theory, every member of
the OSU faculty has a
commitment to teach-
ing, research, and exten-
sion. She is helping
some of them meet that
third obligation.) The
volunteers are then pre-
pared to lead dock
walks or give im-
promptu tank talks or
respond to the unending
questions about octo-
puses and anemones.
Many of them spend

three to four days a week on three- to
six-hour shifts.

In the last two years there have
been several innovations in the public
wing. Among them are a self-guiding,
wheelchair-accessible nature trail along
the estuary, complete with interpretive
signs; a renovated bookshop with
environmental games for children and
marine animal flash cards for the deaf;
and interpretive materials for the blind.

"We now have a guide for the blind
written in Braille," says Heide. "It has
raised images of all the animals they can
touch in the touch tank, with brief
descriptions, and there's even a section
on edible animals and a recipe for kelp
cookies. We also put together marine
mammal biofacts out in the courtyard,
which will be used by blind and sighted
public."

The Hatfield Marine Science Center
has been described as a bigger window
on Oregon State University than the
school's football team. It is also a place
of peace and a piece of the place, with
Oregon's undersea sights alive and
accessible in its exhibits. Finally, it is a
true center, because here is where chil-
dren, adults, researchers, students, and
educators come together to enjoy and
comprehend the marine world.

The tanks, exhibits, and displays in the
center's public wing annually attract more
than 400,000 visitors. The new octopus tank,
with its observation window on the side,
ensures that everyone, including children,
can enjoy a good view of one of the sea's
stranger creatures.

,'



Of Research and Researchers

The Marine Science Center has
become a home to researchers from
across the university and from several
state and federal agencies. Institutes,
programs, regional headquarters,
national laboratoriesall are found in
the growing complex on Yaquina Bay,
drawn by a common spirit of inquiry
and a constellation of marine attrac-
tions.

Early research clustered around
water quality, marine fisheries, and fish
and shellfish aquaculture. During the
1970s there were advances in oyster
culture through selection over three
generations of superior brood stocks;
and a chum salmon run augmented by
an experimental hatchery near Netarts
Bay was built from a few hundred
returning fish to more than 5,000, many
of them used to stock coastal streams
whose chum runs had been lost. The
emphasis on aquaculture declined in the
1980s, although important work in this
area has continued. For example, scien-
tists with the Cooperative Institute for
Marine Resource Studies recently
documented an ability of oysters to
grow rapidly in raceways below
salmon-ranching ponds, where their
only food consisted of suspended
nutrients. The institute is also develop-
ing polycultures that integrate clams
and macroalgae with fish raceways.

Research output and scope have
grown in recent years. A list of publica-
tions by the sixty scientists associated
with the center in the 1980s would
include more than 340 books, papers,
popular articles, technical reports, and
Extension bulletins. The diversity
among the scientists is remarkable, as
can be seen from the following sample
of subjects recently investigated:

the uptake and movement of radio-
nuclides in marine ecosystems

the distribution and abundance of
squid in the NE Pacific Ocean

the muscarinic receptors in the
nervous systems of sea hares and crabs

the role of the pineal gland in salmon
migrations

the mineral composition of the
Gorda Ridge

the feeding habits of harbor seals
waste-field formation around indus-

trial outfalls
the effects of El Nino on larval

sablefish and juvenile salmon
chaos theory and learning in gastro-

pod molluscs
the development of monoclonal anti-

bodies against infectious hematopoietic
necrosis virus in salmonids

biochemical adaptations of deep-sea
animals

the evolutionary significance of
harems in the sand tilefish

the use of bacteria and detritus as
food by oysters

Research at the Marine Science
Center is conducted in the expanding
labyrinth of labs and wings and library
facilities behind the public aquarium,
where a visitor might chance upon
scores of engaging people. Here are
sketches of three of the center's profes-
sionals: parasitologist Bob Olson, li-
brarian Marilyn Potts Guin, the person
to whom this publicaton is dedicated,
and marine mammalogist Bruce Mate.

Bill McNeil, an internationally recognized
expert in salmon aquaculture, has been
developing polyculture systems, in which
other aquatic crops, like this seaweed, are
grown along with salmon in shore-based
raceways. Polyculture is designed to provide
a greater economic return than can be
achieved by raising one organism alone.
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Profile: Bob Olson

Research and teaching often keep
company at the center. Among those
faculty members who alternate between
the laboratory and the lectern is Bob
Olson: parasitologist, member of the
Department of Fisheries and Wildlife,
and resident at the center since its early
years. Much of his work has involved
such parasites as the anisakid nema-
todes that occur in lingcod, rockfish,
salmon, and many other fish. These
worms also infect people.

"More human infections have been
reported in the literature recently,"
notes Olson. "I suspect they're caused
by the growing popularity of sushi
dishes. Normally, the worms don't live
long in humans. Before death, however,
they may penetrate the stomach or
intestine, where they cause hemorrhage
and simulate ulcers. Normal cooking
kills them, as does thorough freezing.
Human infections aren't nearly so
common as food poisoning," he adds,
"but people get excited by the idea of a
worm parasite."

Olson participates in a diagnostic
service for fish diseases, which is
provided by OSU labs on campus and at
the Marine Science
Center. The diagnostic
service aids private and
public aquaculturists
who need pathogens
identified and stocks
certified. Often it
also functions as
an early

warning
system for

diseases in
Northwest

fisheries, such as
the recent outbreak

of Dermocystidium in
salmon.

Bob Olson leads the basic and applied
research activities of the Fish Disease
Diagnostic Center. As the Marine Science
Center's associate director for education,
Olson helps attract university students to
special courses taught here.

Dermocystidium, says Olson, com-
prises a group of poorly understood
protozoans with characteristics of fungi,
or maybe they are fungi with character-
istics of protozoans. Anyhow, one of
them is a gill parasite of salmon. It was
first described in 1947, from a single
adult chinook in California, and was
observed occasionally in the following
years. Then, in 1988, an outbreak of
Dermocystidium appeared in chinook
and coho salmon on the Oregon coast.

"Apparently, returning adults were
infected in fresh water," says Olson. "It
showed up in several riversthe
Nestucca, the Siletz, the Trask, the Ap-
plegate. Some of these fish, the ones
with the heaviest infections, died before
spawning, but others spawned and even
made their way to hatcheries. We think
that's how young fish at the Trask
hatchery acquired Dermocystidium."

The parasite was first noticed in
August, on spring and fall chinook
salmon juveniles. By mid-September, 98
percent of the Trask hatchery fish in
several ponds were infected, and losses
had reached 1,000 per day for fall
chinook. The hatchery managers,
growing desperate, decided to release
infected smolts earlier than usual in
hopes that some would survive. They
also turned to the Marine Science Center
to establish the consequences of early
releases.

"We transferred infected smolts to
the lab to test their survival at different
salinities and temperatures. During the
first ten days, all fall and spring chinook
with heavy infections died. Dermocys-
tidium infections declined during the
next ten days, but both species still
showed considerable mortality, in part
because of a second disease, furuncu-
losis. Survival improved after that, and
no Dermocystidium were found by the
forty-first day," explained Olson in a
1989 paper.

Many questions remain for Olson
and other diagnostic center researchers.
For example: What conditions lead to
heavy infections in returning adults and
hatchery fish? What is the life cycle of
Dermocystidium, including its dormant
stages and alternate hosts? How does
temperature influence the intensity and
duration of infections? Since this
peculiar organism has now been identi-
fied at seven Oregon salmon hatcheries
and appears to be increasing in coastal

rivers, finding answers to these ques-
tions may be critical to the success of
future fisheries.

Lately, the lion's share of Olson's
work has involved teaching and admin-
istration. ("This tends to make research
a bootleg operation," he notes.) He
coordinates and helps teach the winter
fisheries program, in which OSU
fisheries and wildlife students take
courses on fish diseases, population
dynamics, and aquaculture. He is also
responsible for a spring program that
immerses biology students in the lives
of marine organismsand in the life of
a marine field station.

Olson sees his role as helping to ex-
pand formal education at the Marine
Science Center. "In the early 1970s we
tried to develop the center as a teaching
institution," he recalls, " but the effort
was diffuse, unorganized. Now, we're
again offering more courses and draw-
ing more students.

"You have to realize that the center
has not gone the traditional route of
marine field stationsthe route, say, of
Friday Harbor or Moss Landing, where
students and laboratories are set off by
themselves. Here, we've developed in
combination with outside agencies and
programs, such as the Environmental
Protection Agency and the National
Marine Fisheries Service and the Oregon
Department of Fish and Wildlife.

"Many of us had questions about
how such an arrangement would work.
But now we are seeing the benefits of
cooperation between these diverse
groups. This is becoming a place where
first-rate science helps provide an op-
portunity for a unique education in
marine science."



Profile: Marilyn Potts: Guin

Note: Marilyn Potts Guth died of
cancer in December 1989. She bequeathed
her house and the property surrounding it on
Yaquina Bay to the center, to be used by
teaching faculty and educational programs.
"She made a very generous donation," said
Lavern Weber. "The property around the
house overlooks a swampy area. She loved it
dearly." Marilyn Potts Guth left a far
greater legacy, however, to the future users
of her library.

Research at a marine field station
would be a shambles in the absence of a
creditable library. Fortunately, the
Marine Science Center not only has a
library regarded as among the best of its
kind, but for many years had a librarian
whose spirit helped make it a hearth as
well as a data bank for researchers.

Marilyn Potts Guin discovered a
career among the stacks at about the age
when most people are discovering comic
books. In an interview shortly before her
death, she recalled her early enthusiasm.

"I volunteered at our local library
when I was eleven years old. My first
paying job was in high school when I
worked for the county bookmobile. At
college I got a degree in zoology, but I
found that a B.A. in zoology in Montana
is useless, so I returned to libraries and
eventually did a master's in library
science."

After that she worked one place
and the other as a librarian until decid-
ing that she'd "had it with all the paper-
work."

That was in the mid-1970s. Potts
Guin then enrolled at the Marine Science
Center as a candidate for a master's in
oceanography. Her thesis was on the
role of stridulation in the behavior of the
shore crab, Hemigrapsus oregonensis.

"I established that the business the
males do with the claws was sound
production," said Potts Guin, "and I
figured out what it means in their lives.
Mainly, it influences their distribution."

While conducting research, she en-
countered a serious deficiency at the
center. It happened to be something she
could remedy. "I told them that they
needed a really good librarian and that I
was the one. So I wrote my thesis and
started the library in the same year-
1976."

Under Potts GuM's supervision the
library grew to house 25,000 volumes
plus subscriptions to 310 journals.
Backing this up are the holdings of the
Kerr Library on the main campus,
available through electronic interlibrary
loan, and access to computer data base
searches and reference services.

According to Potts Guin, the library
developed in a pattern seen at most
marine field stations. It started as a
collection of natural histories about the
region's flora and fauna. As the center
developed, so did the collection, with
much material added on physiology,
quantitative ecology, and pollution.
Until the spring of 1990 the holdings
were wedged into 3,000 square feet.
Then the old library, built in 1976, was
replaced by a facility measuring 21,000
square feet. Along with all the shelf
space, this Taj Mahal of marine station
libraries includes a big meeting room,
isolation booths where people can write,
and even a kitchen with an adjoining
lounge.

Potts Guin was excited at the possi-
bilities offered by the new space. "We
are no longer physically constrained by
a building," she said. "We'll have all the
outlets, facilitate information delivery,

and meet the megatrends for a long
time.

"There's another thing
about the new building and that
involves its role. It's more than a
service provider. I see the library
as the focus for the Marine
Science Center, as the meeting
place where people can come
and talk to each other. At least
that's what I want it to be. The

kitchen area will be important
in accomplishing this. It
offers an environment that
draws everybody in. And
it's the kind of place where
people feel comfortable
about sharing thoughts."
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Evidently the NO FOOD and
QUIET, PLEASE! signs of traditional
libraries have no place here. Perhaps, in
the lounge anyhow, they will be re-
placed by such admonitions as TALK
WHILE YOU EAT.

Users of the library tend to be staff,
students, and people with cooperating
agencies, although some members of the
general public walk in. In addition, the
library gets calls from researchers and
people all over the country. One person
from the Minneapolis Zoo calls every
three or four months with questions
about marine mammals.

At the time of her death, Potts Guin
supervised a staff of one librarian, an
administrative assistant, two volunteers,
and two high school students. Since the
spring of 1989, when she was named
associate director of the Marine Science
Center as well as its chief librarian, she
had been dealing more with people in
the community. For example, the Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency funded
construction of the new library building
but provided no furnishings. For that,
Potts Guin raised more than half the
required $250,000 from friends and
patrons.

On September 22, 1989, OSU
President John Byrne awarded Potts
Guin the Beaver Champion Award. In
his presentation, he said: "Under her
leadership the center's library staff has
grown fivefold, and the library has
developed from a scattered collection to
a highly focused one serving the marine
research and institutional needs of all
university, state, and federal activities at
the Marine Science Center. Marine
science library services in the state of
Oregon are currently as strong as any in
the country. This is due in large part to
the vision and energy of Marilyn Potts
Guin."

Marilyn Potts Guth guided the field
station's library as it grew from a disorgan-
ized file of papers and a shelf of books to one
of the finest facilities of its kind.







Profile: Bruce Mate

Research and Extension activities
have been interlayered by Bruce Mate
since he came to the Marine Science
Center in the mid-1970s. As an Exten-
sion Sea Grant specialist, he has written

bulletins on marine mammals and
published articles in the

popular press. He has
supervised con-

struction of
displays

in the public wing, such as the articu-
lated skeleton of a minke whale. He has
been much used as a source of informa-
tion by agencies, the media, and genera-
tions of school children whose weekly
letters he answers unfailingly. And he
continues to hold workshops on ways to
resolve conflicts between fishermen and
their pinniped competitors, seals and
sea lions.

Mate's early research was on the
foraging habits of pinnipeds along the
Oregon coast. The Marine Mammal
Protection Act, passed in 1975, had
prompted a comeback of harbor seals at
the same time hatcheries were augment-
ing runs of salmon. Especially popular
with the seals was the chum run at the
experimental Netarts Bay hatchery,
which they reduced by 9 percent. When
it appeared that some of these seals
traveled considerable distances to take
advantage of the abundant chum, Mate
began to study travel and distribution
patterns of translocated seals.

At first he plotted movements by
aerial sightings and tag-and-recapture
studies. This led to more sophisticated
technologies, beginning with radio
tracking not only of harbor seals but of
gray whales with VHF radios. In 1983
he became the first person to use
satellites to track a whalea humpback

A marine extension specialist and interna-
tionally known expert in marine mammals,
Bruce Mate has a busy agenda that involves
regular contact with both inquisitive people
and elusive whales. Mate has specialized in
placing satellite transmitters on marine
mammals and tracking their movements in
distant oceans from his lab in the center.

tagged off Newfoundland. That experi-
ment lasted only 6 days. Subsequently,
with improved techniques, he has
tracked a Florida manatee for 300 days
and a pilot whale for three months.

The pilot whale, dubbed "Tag," was
one of three 1,000-pound yearlings
rescued by the New England Aquarium
from a Cape Cod stranding in 1987.
After surviving as captives for six
months, the whales were released near
Georges Bank. They disappeared
cavorting into the fog, but all through
the summer and into the fall, the boxy
transmitter Mate had harnessed to Tag's
dorsal fin sent details of its whereabouts
to satellites orbiting overhead.

Mate gives a clear if homespun de-
scription of the technology involved.
"The transmitter is 40 percent electron-
ics and 60 percent batteries, so batteries
are the limiting factor. Most batteries
are carbon with a zinc core. These use
state-of-the-art organic lithium arranged
in layers, like toilet paper, with an
energy density equal to dynamite.

"You need to realize what the trans-
mitter is being asked to do. We want it
to put out a two-watt signal when the
whale surfaces, about once every forty
seconds. The signal includes many
messages and lasts half a second, so
we're not talking about a simple beep.
And it's being asked to operate for three
months on three little batteries, each
about the size of a C cell!"

Information on Tag was monitored
on a computer terminal in Mate's office
at the Marine Science Center, where two
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration satellites relayed
messages for fifteen-minute periods
twelve times every day. Biologists have
been keenly interested in the results.

"The most dives we saw in a
twenty-four-hour period were 3,200,"
reports Mate, "whereas 1,600 was the
low. There was no regular sleep pat-
tern, but once every three to four days
Tag stayed at the surface up to forty
seconds. These rests often followed
maximum duration dives of seven
minutes, so maybe he was replenishing
oxygen or digesting squid. On several
occasions he also came to the surface
and stayed there for fifteen minutes.
The first time it happened, I thought he
must be dead on the deck of a fishing
boat. But he was just 'logging,' which is
a rarely reported behavior in pilot
whales."

Biologists aren't the only ones inter-
ested in tracking whales by satellite.

The Minerals Management Servicethe
federal agency that leases offshore sites
for oil explorationis funding Mate's
current research on the movements of
endangered bowheads in Arctic seas.
Scientists at the National Weather Serv-
ice tuned in on Tag's frequency to fill in
blanks on its map of ocean surface tem-
peratures and to verify calibrations
based on shading differences in satellite
photographs. They are also using
whale-gathered underwater tempera-
tures to detect changes in the ocean
currents that influence weather.

Mate believes the most significant
contribution of satellite telemetry will
be information about the critical habi-
tats of marine mammals.

"We don't know what the critical
habitats are for most whales," he points
out. "Consider the work of Roger
Payne (often featured in National
Geographic and now collaborating with
Mate on a tracking study). He's been
dealing with southern right whales in
Patagonia for more than fifteen years.
All he sees are the females when they
approach shore to calve every three or
more years. This is the maximum he
knows. He doesn't know their breeding
areas. He doesn't know their feeding
areas. He doesn't know their migratory
routes. If he did, we might be able to
provide needed protection by making
minor changes in shipping lanes or by
altering other human activities."

Mate concludes, "Satellite tracking
can provide that information."



A Gallery of Research Teams

Oregon Department
of Fish and Wildlife

The marine region of Oregon's
Department of Fish and Wildlife is
housed at the Hatfield Marine Science
Center, where its personnel develop
professional recommendations for
resource managers. The researchers and
staff at the marine region are divided
into five units.

The salmon unit gathers informa-
tion on recreational and commercial
harvests and on salmon that return to
spawn in coastal streams. These data
are used to predict future populations of
fish, to set seasons, and to protect
stocks.

The finfish unit obtains fishery and
life history information on economically
important species of midwater and
bottom-dwelling fish harvested in trawl,
pot, and longline fisheries. The infor-
mation is used to inform fisheries man-
agers and researchers of the status of the
resource as well as to make harvest
recommendations.

The shellfish unit researches, inven-
tories, and manages several marine in-
vertebrate populations. It oversees all
marine and estuarine habitats and
works with the state's Ocean Resources
Task Force to plan for offshore petro-
chemical exploration. And it serves as
Oregon's biological consultant for pro-
posals seeking permits to alter estuarine
and marine habitats through filling and
dredging wetlands.

The marine mammal unit conducts
periodic surveys of seal, sea lion, and
whale populations along Oregon's
coast, and it records interactions among
fisheries, people, and marine mammals.

The aquatic education and public
service unit exists to help industry, citi-
zens, and visitors. Its staff members
provide commercial and recreational
fishing licenses. They also coordinate
educational activities for public schools
and the private sector.

United States
Fish and Wildlife Service

The Fish and Wildlife Service ad-
ministers four national wildlife refuges
along the Oregon coast. Bandon Marsh,
Cape Meares, and Three Arch Rocks are
discrete sites, whereas Oregon Islands
National Wildlife Refuge comprises
more than 1,400 rocks, reefs, and islands
extending the length of Oregon. To-
gether, these refuges provide habitat for
seabirds, marine mammals, and endan-
gered species. The one million seabirds
nesting here make up more than half of
the West Coast population.

A Fish and Wildlife Service biologist
stationed at the Marine Science Center is
responsible for monitoring refuge
wildlife populations. This person
gathers data on life history requirements
and population trends, documents
conflicts between humans and wildlife,
and proposes measures to alleviate the
conflicts. Other duties include surveil-
lance of coastal wetland habitats and de-
velopment of educational materials for
the general public and Oregon schools.

Environmental Protection
Agency

The Environmental Protection
Agency began conducting marine
research at the Hatfield Marine Science
Center in 1966. The early focus was on
the fate of waste materials discharged in
estuarine and coastal waters. In 1972
the research scope was expanded to
include the effects of pollutants on
marine organisms living in the vicinity
of dump sites and pipeline discharges.

Currently the mission of the New-
port laboratory is to provide a scientific
foundation for marine and estuarine
ecological risk assessments conducted in
support of EPA's regulatory activities.
The laboratory is responsible for

developing and validating methods
that describe the transport, transforma-
tion, bioaccumulation, and effects of
ocean-disposed pollutants



developing methods for assessing
sediment toxicity and establishing
criteria for sediment quality

conducting research on the impact of
increased UV radiation on marine
waters

EPA facilities at the Marine Science
Center are expanding dramatically with
the addition of a new laboratory, a
21,000-square-foot library, and a two-
story, 800,000-gallon saltwater storage
tank. Construction of the additions
began April 1, 1989.

National Marine
Fisheries Service

Fish Behavioral Research Program

Established in 1982, the Fish Behav-
ioral Research Program has focused on
ways to improve survival of such eco-
nomically important species as sable-
fish, walleye pollock, and chum and
coho salmon. It focuses primarily on
how environmental variables influence
fish abundance. A pair of 4,000-gallon
observation tanks at the Marine Science
Center are vital to the program's re-
search. The tanks can be programmed
to duplicate natural patterns of light and
temperature, to simulate daily changes
in light intensity, and to form vertical
thermal gradients. They even include
video recording systems for monitoring
the behavior of experimental subjects at
any time, with or without light.

State-of-the-art rearing systems also
have been constructed at the center,
allowing the researchers to investigate
the influence of selected environmental
factors on larval fish behavior and
survival. The rearing systems have
made it possible to study how environ-
mental conditions affect feeding behav-
ior, predator avoidance, and vertical
distribution of fish in their larval and
juvenile stages.

Young salmon, in particular, should
benefit from this work. Each year, more
than one billion hatchery-reared salmon
are released as juveniles into the waters
of Alaska, Washington, and Oregon.
Less than 5 percent of them survive to
adulthood. Determining causes of
mortality for the other 95 percent is
among the goals of the behavioral
research program, which is testing
whether prey selection and predator
avoidance are impaired in hatchery-
reared fish. If impairment is docu-
mented, the researchers will propose
corrective innovations in hatchery
practices.

Work at the Environmental Protection Agency laboratory includes studies of the fate of pollutants
in the ocean. EPA researcher David Specht helped design this apparatus, which tests the effect of
contaminants on clams.

Bori 011a films the behaviors of a number of fish species to better understand the
relationships between environmental factors and behavior. For example, he is
studying how juvenile salmon learn to avoid large fish that want to eat them: the
so-called "Fear of Cod" effect.



Oregon State University
Coastal Oregon

Marine Experiment Station

The Marine Experiment Station is
the latest addition to the Hatfield
Marine Science Center's research team.
A branch of the OSU Experiment
Station, it was approved by the state
assembly in response to exhortations
from coastal fishermen and legislators,
and eight faculty positions were pro-
vided in 1989. The Marine Experiment
Station is under the direction of Lavern
Weber. Additional guidance comes
from an advisory council representing
coastal communities, commercial
fisheries, environmental interests, and

the seafood industry.
Faculty members
reside at the center
and at the OSU
Seafoods Laboratory
in Astoria.

Faculty members
have been acquired
from the depart-
ments of Microbiol-
ogy and Fisheries
and Wildlife, with
Food Science and
Technology and Ag-
ricultural and
Resource Economics
slated to add more
positions. At present
the strengths of the
faculty lie in fish pa-
thology, mariculture,
food science, and
fisheries manage-
ment.

Proponents of a
marine experiment
station argued that
such an institution
was needed for the
same reasons that
agricultural experi-
ment stations were
needed: to conduct
research on natural
resources and their
sustainable values to
society. The results
of such research
should include

enhanced economic, recreational,
and aesthetic benefits

safer food processing techniques
new, and more nutritious, seafood

products
expanded seafood markets
increased coastal tourism
greater resistance of living resources

to disease and genetic depletion
enhanced environmental quality of

coastal resources
This ambitious docket will require

much cooperation to be successful.
Several government agencies and
programs will figure importantly in the
work of the Marine Experiment Station.
Prominent among them are Oregon Sea
Grant, the OSU Extension Service, the
Oregon Department of Fish and Wild-
life, and the Oregon Department of
Agriculture.

Cooperative Institute
for Marine Resource Studies

The broad goal of the Cooperative
Institute for Marine Resource Studies is
to coordinate marine research among
OSU and other institutions. The insti-
tute works with projects that emphasize
basic science, resource management,
resource development and utilization,
and environmental
funded by various institutions, includ-
ing federal research laboratories, other
governmental agencies, private founda-
tions, and industry. The geographic
area of interest extends over the eastern
Pacific Ocean from northern California
to the Bering Sea.

Recent projects have addressed
research on undersea volcanic

processes
recruitment of economically impor-

tant marine and anadromous fish
technology for aquaculture and fish

processing
effects of oil on fisheries resources

Like Oregon Sea Grant and the
Oregon Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion, the institute promotes cooperative
projects between government and
industry. For example, its cooperative
agreements with NOAA laboratories
provide a mechanism for OSU faculty,
staff, and students to work with federal
scientists on research that leads to the
understanding and management of
marine fisheries.

The fish disease research program, supported in part by Oregon Sea
Grant, identifies pathogens and certifies the health of fish stocks for
aquaculture operations. Microbiologist Cathy Lannan is a member of the
disease center staff.



George Mpitsos, a member of the OSLI College of Pharmacy, studies nerve regeneration and nerve receptors in
sea slugs. He is interested in understanding how animals learn.

National Coastal Resources
Research and Development

Institute

The National Coastal Resources Re-
search and Development Institute
(NCRI) manages a nationwide program
dedicated to the environmentally
responsible development of coastal
communities. Through federally
funded grants, it supports research,
education, and demonstration projects
designed to bring benefits to coastal
communities within a few years.

One such grant contributed to a
breakthrough in the seafood industry by
helping a North Carolina aquaculturist
produce the nation's first commercial
crop of pond-reared hybrid striped bass.
This cross between a saltwater striped
bass and a freshwater white bass can be
grown to market size in eighteen
months. With the proper development,
it is anticipated that a multimillion
dollar industry can be developed
around the hybrid bass during the next
ten to twelve years.

Applications for NCRI grants are
considered from individuals, educa-
tional institutions, state agencies,
nonprofit groups, and commercial
organizations. There are two grant
programs: The NCRI national program
provides support for projects in the
coastal United States, whereas Interstate
Coastal Zone Management dollars are
allocated to the Northeast Pacific Ocean
region (Alaska, Washington, Oregon,
and California). The institute reviews
proposals and issues grants annually for
both programs.

NCRI was established by federal
legislation in 1984. It receives guidance
from a board of governors representing
western coastal states, and from an ad-
visory council made up of oceano-
graphic and coastal resource specialists.

National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration

Oregon Sea Grant

As well as funding and supervising
marine extension activities, Oregon Sea
Grant has supported much research at
the Marine Science Center since the late
1960s. Several projects funded for the
1989-91 biennium involve researchers
with the Marine Experiment Station and
other research arms of the center. They
include the following:

development of microencapsulated
diets for intensive oyster culture

isolation and characterization of the
interferon genes of rainbow trout

support of the fish disease research
program

processing crab and shrimp meat for
improved product quality and safety

analysis of the dependence of juve-
nile chinook salmon on estuaries

Previous Sea Grant-supported
research has ranged from submersible
investigations to the development of
new fisheries to the impacts of El Nino
on marine ecosystems.



Oregon State University
College of Oceanography

Two research vessels berth at the
Hatfield Marine Science Center. Ad-
ministered under the College of Ocean-
ography, they are maintained and
scheduled by a force of twenty-four
employees.

The 177-foot Wecoma is owned by
the National Science Foundation. It
operates worldwide up to 260 days each
year in support of research programs of
Oregon State University, the University
National Oceanographic Laboratory
System, and sponsoring federal agen-
cies.

The 37-foot Sacajawea, owned by the
College of Oceanography, supports the
Marine Science Center's near-coastal
and estuarine research and educational
programs.

Ship support facilities are modest.
They consist of a single berth pier, a
fenced storage yard, and a small build-
ing that serves as office, workshop, and
staging site. Even so, they provide
needed support services to an increasing
number of other research vessels con-
ducting work in the North Pacific.
These vessels are attracted to Newport
not only by the advantages of a deep
water port, but by OSU's long history of
participation in marine research.

Coastal Oregon
Productivity Enhancement

Program

The Coastal Oregon Productivity
Enhancement Program (COPE) provides
resource specialists and the public with
information about managing fish,
timber, water, wildlife, and other
resources of the Oregon Coast Range.
The program's watchword is integra-
tionintegration of research, education,
and scientific disciplines.

COPE is a cooperative effort. It
draws on personnel with OSU's College
of Forestry, the Forest Service Pacific
Northwest Research Station, the Bureau
of Land Management, other federal and
state agencies, forest industry, county
governments, and the Oregon Small
Woodland Association.

One wing of COPE consists of an
interdisciplinary team based at the
Marine Science Center. It is responsible
for using existing research information
to solve specific management problems,
such as the problem of finding alterna-
tives to using herbicides in reforestation
practices. It also facilitates technology
transfer through outreach activities,
such as a recent workshop on forestry
and landslides.

Aquaculture research has been a continuing and important element of the center's activities, and Jim Lannan has been a
key participant since the 1970s. Lannan has developed chum salmon runs and oyster brood stock; among his present
research interests are the effects of hatchery management on fish genetics.
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National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration

Vents Program

Off the Oregon coast runs a string
of active underwater volcanoes known
as the Gorda and Juan de Fuca ridges.
Associated with the ridges are numer-
ous hot springs, or vents, which pro-
duce large quantities of heat and
chemicals. The vents are further distin-
guished by deposits of metallic sulfides,
sometimes enriched with precious
metals, and by unique animal communi-
ties that rely on chemosynthesis rather
than photosynthesis for energy. The
Gorda and Juan de Fuca ridges belong
to a global system of linear volcanoes,
now known to be seafloor spreading
centersplaces where the earth's crust
is continually being generated by the
intrusion and extrusion of magma.

Scientists in NOAA's Vents Pro-
gram are studying the effects of all that
venting on the oceans and the atmos-
phere. Headquartered at the Marine
Science Center, the national program
draws on the expertise of geologists,
geophysicists, chemists, and physical
oceanographers. Its network of collabo-
rators includes scientists from numerous
academic institutions in North America
as well as from the National Science
Foundation, the Office of Naval Re-
search, and the United States and
Canadian Geological Surveys.

Vents Program scientists are con-
structing quantitative models to demon-
strate how seafloor spreading centers
contribute to both the heat and mass
budgets of the global ocean. Rather
than existing in a relatively passive
state, as was once believed, the centers
appear to be influencing deep ocean
circulation and even long-term trends in
world climate.

As the director of NOAA's Vents Program, Steve
Hammond oversees research on hot springs vents
located on underwater volcanic mountain ranges. The
effects of these vents on the chemistry and heat budget
of the ocean is a focus of the NOAA program.

The diversity of research at the center seems endless. Don Campbell uses
newts to study ion channels involved in nerve electrical transmissions.
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